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THE TECHNIC.
BOARD OF EDITORS.
Editor in Chief,
ROBERT N. MILLER.
Associate Editors,
W. A. PEDDLE,
R. K. ROCHESTER,
G. H. CLAY,
F. R. FISHBACK,
R. C. WARREN, /
H. BLAIR PETTIT,
ALFRED N. AUSTIN,

Assistant Editor
Reviews
Alumni
Athletics

and Coal-handling machinery for the Webster,
Camp and Lane Machine Co., of Akron. The
headline was in error in mentioning him as chief
engineer of the company and Mr. Hutchinson
desires this to be corrected.
wss,pewle

the annpal meeting of the TECHNIC Board,
for the election of the Board for the ensuing
year the following men were selected:
Locals
Editor-in-chief, W. A. Peddle, '03.
Artist
Business Manager, C. L. Post, '03.
Executive Department.
Business Manager
E. L. FLORY,
Assistant Editor, R. C. Warren, '02.
Assistant Business Manage
Reviews, C. Housum, '02.
TERMS:
Alumni, C. E. Cox, '02.
Single Copy, 15 cents.
One Year, $1.00.
Athletics, F. R. Fishback, '02.
Issued Monthly at the Rose Polytechnic Institute.
Local, H. B. Pettit, '03.
Junior
Entered at the Post Office, Terre Haute, Indiana, as second-class
mail matter.
Sophomore Local, J. D. Sandham, '04.
Artist, A. N. Austin, '03.
HE TECHNIC wishes to record here its obliThe retiring editor is very grateful to the
gation to the Terre Haute Evening Gazette,
members of this year's board for their efficient
whose reports of the various functions of comand regular work upon the tenth volume of
mencement week have been freely used in the
THE TECHNIC. During the four years of his
compilation of this issue.
connection with the journal he has never seen
wseoc.4
the editor so ably and cheerfully supported as he
A S usual, the June number of the TECHNIC has been this year. In recognition of the ability
has been dedicated to the graduating class, of the board, and of the large degree in which
in this case the class of Nineteen—one. THE any success of the ear has beeny due to their efTECHNIC extends its best wishes to each of these forts, a number of names appear on the new
new-born alumni, and hopes that they will all board which were familiar on the old. Messrs.
grow up to write good Alumni articles for its Peddle, Warren, Fishback, Pettit and Austin are
pages. That is THE TECHNIC'S standpoint.
of the old board.
wiewst.se
Mr. Peddle, who assumes the position of
R. G. H. HUTCHINSON, whose article on editor-in-chief, has during the present year,
"Transportation and Hauling of Lake very ably performed the duties of assistant
Superior Iron Ore," appeared in the last issue, editor, and he has the best wishes and expectais chief engineer of the department of Ore tions of success from his predecessor.
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The new men have all been selected with care
and the success of their efforts in other lines
gives good promise of success here.
Members of the Faculty, the Alumni and
many students have helped us greatly in our
work. To them, and to all our friends, we express our obligation. And good luck to next
year's board.
4t.A.,st

HE annual meeting of the Board of Managers of the Institute was held the afternoon
of Wednesday, June 19th. The review of the
year's work, made by Dr. Mees and discussed by
the Board was an eminently satisfactoiry one.
Both as regards attendance and instruction, the
record has been good.
The resignation from the Faculty of Prof.
Kendrick and Mr. Faurot was announced and
accepted. Resolutions of regret that the connection of these gentlemen with the Institute
was severed were adopted. Mr. Harris also
leaves the position he had taken for a year, to
engage in business. He expects next year to
return and complete his course.
Regret will be felt at the Institute at their
leaving, and their many friends, and THE
TECHNIC as well, while they realize that they go
to assume larger responsibilities and prospects
of larger success, are sorry to have them go.
The only announcement which has been made
of the filling of the vacancies is the appointment
of Mr. H. A. Schwartz, of this year's graduating
class, to the position of fellowship instructor in
drawing. Mr. Schwartz has the best wishes of
THE TECHNIC and of a large number of friends
and will undoubtedly be successful.
All the officers were re-elected to serve during
the coming year as, follows:—W. C. Ball, presi-

T

dent; Preston Hussey, vice president; Demas
Deming, treasurer and J. B. Aikman, secretary.
After approving the records of the graduating
class and the theses presented for graduate degrees, the Board adjourned until July 6 when the
annual business meeting will be held.
HE wide variety of the occupations and the
wide separation of the interests of the body
of the alumni, make it difficult and slow to obtain official action from the members of any class.
The accompanying extract from a letter which
has been received by THE TECHNIC, merely expresses the official action of a class, the members
of which have individually felt for months the
sentiments which it expresses:
"The members of the class of '96 feel that in
the death of their friend and classmate, Ellsworth B. Harris, they have been bereft of a faithful friend and a worthy fellow alumnus and wish
to express to the beloved and sorrowing wife and
to the family of the deceased, their sincere sympathy. There has been no opportunity for concerted action of the class, but our semiannual news letter has just been published and
each contributor thereto has asked the acting
editor to make this expression both to Mrs.
Harris and to THE TECHNIC.
"Regretting that we were not enabled by means
of class communication to have this expression
published at an earlier date, and with the assurance that same is none the less sincere for its
late appearance, we are
Yours very truly,
CLASS OF 1896.
"By C. M. RIDGELY,
Acting Editor,
Class News Letter."
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Commencement Ebbress.
BY GEORGE B. LEIGHTON,
President Los Angeles Terminal Railway.

I WAS much pleased to receive the kind invitation from President Mees to be with you
here today, but I want to say at the outset, that
it will be difficult for me to leave a remembrance
as lasting as I am sure that is of the estimable
Chancellor of Washington University who addressed you last year. He recently took occasion
to tell me about your school and expressed himself as highly pleased with the work which it is
doing.
Not a fe persons are of the opinion that the
larger schools and universities of the country
are better fitted for educational work than
smaller schools, but this is certainly not so;
the smaller school has many advantages over
the university. Most prominent of these is
the advantage of the closer personal relation and
contact between the instructor and the students,
in the larger schools almost impossible to realize
except in the advanced courses.
Some years ago Mark Hopkins was President
of Williams College. He left his impression on
probably as many men as any one person has
done in educational institutions in this country.
Frequently a successful man is met with who will
tell you that he was first inspired for his life's
work by personal contact with Mark Hopkins.
What he did can be continually done in the smaller
schools. The smaller school is not burdened
with men who attend simply for the name having
attended such college or university. I am not
urging that this is not a possible motive for attending college, for while it is not the best, not
a few men have become inspired for doing good
work and serious work who went only for this
teason. The larger universities have recognized
that some of their attendance is of this nature
and endeavor to instill enthusiasm into the men
who thus come to them.
Again, the smaller college has a reflex value

in interesting in the cause of education the community in which it may be situated. If all our
education is done at a few centres of learning,
successful men in the smaller cities would not
become interested in assisting with their counsel
and their purses the building up of other schools.
An article recently appeared in the Atlantic
Monthly on "The Smaller College," to which I
would call your attention.
To speak again of your guest last year, I have
to say that my acquaintance with him has extended over some fifteen years, beginning at a
time when I took a course of lectures at Cambridge from him. I learned at that time how in
many ways he was a fine type of an American
citizen. This is, regardless of the special line of
work which any of us may do, the highest purpose that we can have, to be a good American
citizen ; but it is sometimes in our daily lives
overlooked until a national crisis brings it foremost. We all recognize in the commercial depression of recent times, how important the independent thinking and independent acting citizen
was to this country, and if we are to carry on the
commercial expansion—I do not say political—
which the world expects of us and we hope to do,
it is first and foremost necessary that every
school of learning does what it can to instill the
broad ideas that no special work can be done
without a man feeling that he, first and foremost
must be a worthy citizen, independent and courageous in thought and enthusiastic in work. The
small college can in many ways develop this feeling in men, as in the instance that I have cited.
A school wherein instructors are in personal
contact with the men and are able to learn of the
various individualities, offers an excellent opportunity to instill forcibly into the students much
outside the particular work, and the fact that
when they finish their course they are in reality
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beginning their work. The great accomplishment in a school is not what is specifically taught,
but the training of mind so that a fellow intuitively approaches a subject with a power to analize and master it.
A number of years ago Harvard University introduced the method of reading Latin and Greek
at sight. That is to say—as I dare say you
know—after a student acquires a certain vocabulary and knowledge of the language, a new
passage is presented of about the proper difficulty, and he is given the task of surmising what
it ought to mean. Guessing is not the purpose,
but a careful analysis is required, utilizing all
that he knows and endeavoring to frame from
that what the meaning of the entire passage is.
I do not know whether the men who planned
this method of education were aware of how
much reading at sight all of us have to do as we
pursue our varied work. This method of study
makes men resourceful and confident.
I have found, however, that there are some
things of great importance in executive work and
organization which none of our schools or colleges
seem as yet to even suggest in their curriculum.
First among these I may mention the importance
of the judgment of men, and secondly, tact.
Without these qualities a man of learning is limited in his capacity. Without learning, a man
having these qualities is capable of high attainments, and I think oftentimes we may find in our
association with successful men and self-made
men, that these two qualities have been of prime
importance in their success.
I take it that almost without exception students of this Institute are inspired with the hope
of successful lives more or less of a commercial
nature. But successful lives are by no means
entirely due to one's individual effort. They are
influenced largely by environment, financial and
otherwise, and by the general commercial conditions existing at the time in which they may step
into active work. For instance, a few of the
brightest men have gone into work at times of
business depression, and it has been impossible
for them to rise, not on account of their ability,

but on account of general conditions. While on
the other hand, many men of mediocre attainments have been extremely successful in times of
general commercial prosperity.
This brings it to our attention that at times the
business world seems to take on a period of rest
akin to that found in the vegetable world. Cycles of depression follow those of prosperity at
more or less fixed intervals. How many men
have been led astray by thinking that whatever
is, is permanent. Whatever is, is not permanent, be it good or bad, times of depression or
times of prosperity, It is noticeable that after
each of these periods of commercial rest and of
great development, new problems present themselves. The business world seems to grow--it
takes on a different appearance after each period
of rest.
Our present period of commercial prosperity
has certainly brought new problems that are
puzzling not a few of us. We hear the remark
that these new conditions may themselves be directly or indirectly the cause of the next commercial depression. You will recognize, of course,
that I refer to the new order of things known as
"industrial combination," and in the railway
world as "community of interest." Ingenuity
and genius have within the last few years perfected many devices for curtailment of labor,
commonly known as labor-saving devices. The
present order of commercial combination is a
labor-saving device, where the labor saved is that
of the junior officer. In a series of articles in the
North American Review for May, a number of
men identified with industrial combinations have
set forth their views on combinations. The article forms an interesting study as to what such
men feel that they are going to accomplish. One
of the writers says: 'It is possible that these enterprises may become so huge that they may become unwieldy,' but he does not believe that the
danger point is yet in sight. He feels that they
can handle 100,000 men today as easily as 100
men were handled a century ago. And in the
next paragraph states that one of the most considerable items has always been the labor super-
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vision. This class of labor, he says, produces
nothing, yet in a measure it is a most important
division of the industrial scale. Under the new
system of concentrated management, this item is
considerably diminished. Useless officials are
lopped off in all directions without impairing the
efficiency of the service. Again, the same writer
emphasizes the point that the effect of the combination is found to be that it cuts down the cost
of supervision, an unproductive element of labor;
that it has displaced the middleman, who, he
says, at every step takes a big slice of profit.
While much may be said as to the uselessness of
the middleman in economical production, he certainly has, in the development of our country,
filled a necessary place, that of local knowledge
and credit, and much more could be said about
him were it necessary.
The same writer continued, saying that he
believes that the system of combination will open
to young men opportunities that have heretofore
been closed to them, but I am not quite sure
whether this is so in the degree in which he
states it. In fact the point that I want to bring
out with some emphasis is that this labor economy
is going to affect the plans and intentions of a
good many young men. I do not want to be
construed as being pessimistic as to the outlook
for any energetic young man, for as long as our
population is increasing as it is, and as long as
our commercial supremacy is increasing as it is
throughout the world, energy and ability should
find proper reward,—but there may be an entire
readjustment of particular callings and work.
The field is open, even more so than in the past,
to men of inventive ability and resource, and the
professions are of course not affected by these new
economic factors.
A few words now as to individual development
and local conditions. Here in the middle west
there seem to be certain advantages for young
men which are not obtained in the New England
states and on the seaboard. Our civilization and
our society in the middle west are not so old that
they have yet shown any signs of degeneracy. In
the east, signs of this character are becoming
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evident. Our society in the middle west has
been built up of a certain mixture of people
coming from all parts of the world. I think it
can be said to be in the height of its vigor. It
has all the ambition and enthusiasm of youth and
none of the inferiority of old age.
In regard to the individual, who, after all, is a
unit, if he is not right the whole cannot be. We,
as Americans, have not well balanced the different
occupations that go to make up our individual
lives.
We must have as foremost, the business of life,
the serious purpose to which we intend to devote
our lives, probably the money-making part of it.
Those young men who do not recognize this
serious purpose by the time they are in mature
youth, have little incentive to good work. As
society becomes older, unfortunately the number
of those who do not recognize it, is increasing,
but let us hope not necessarily the percentage.
An important factor in the lives of nearly all
of us is duty, which may compel more or less of
a modification of One's ideal as to what he would
like to do and what he feels he ought to do to
obtain the best results and accomplish the most
good for himself and for others. Nevertheless,
there are benefits in this restraint, so that a person is always the stronger for doing his duty
rather than from avoiding it.
The third factor in one's life is that of legitimate recreation. Oftentimes it receives no attention, but it is certainly very important. I have
not in mind idleness or recreation which accomplishes nothing. On the contrary, I have in mind
rather what may be called a change of occupation.
This may take the form of a hobby or of work
in the sciences or in literature. How conspicuous
has this work of leisure, so to speak, been in the
lives of many prominent Englishmen. You will
call to mind the later work of Disraeli, of
Gladstone and of Lord Rosebery, and probably
you know of the scientific laboratory of Salisbury,
and of the scientific work of Sir John Lubbock,
one of the foremost bankers of London. In this
country we have had some examples of men who
have accomplished some serious work as a recrea-
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tion from their chief work, but nothing like as
many as we should have. In England, men have
learned this necessity much earlier and much
better than we have. Here we so often find men
who are approaching three score years who are
unable to find enjoyment in their declining years
because they have known nothing but moneymaking, and when they are unable to do that, or
have made so much of it that they do not know
how to utilize it, they become discouraged and
out of sympathy with every one.
I want to cite two examples of successful
Americans who are conspicuous exceptions to
these, the one recently dead, the other living.
One of them is the late John M. Forbes, of Boston,
for many years at the head of the Burlington system, a successful merchant in the old meaning of
the word, identified with much philanthropic
work and who found his recreation and enjoyment
in this work in his declining years. He found
recreation also in trying to shape public opinion
on all national questions.
Another Boston gentleman, who is still active
at the age of ninety years, is Mr. Hunnewell,
who, having accumulated a large fortune by his
energy and capacity in early life, finds great
pleasure in a beautiful estate at Wellesley. I saw
him last year at the age of ninety, setting out
young and rare trees with an interest that could
not be surpassed had he been thirty-five years of
age. It is not possible for many of us to find our
recreation, possibly, in the same way as the men
I have mentioned, but I believe that it is open
to all of us to find enjoyment and accomplish
good results outside of the main work of our lives;
but how often do we know of a man, successful
in some business enterprise, suddenly retiring on
account of ill-health, or dying in harness, so to
speak. This seems to be the result of speeding
up the engine beyond its most economical speed,
when it is worn out and cast aside very quickly.
to locomoThis is the modern practice in regard
to
apply the
inhuman
tives but it seems rather
same ideas to people.
the years
The young man who can go through

of twenty to thirty without finding something to
interest him outside of his main purpose in life,
is losing something which may be his greatest
happiness. Those of you who have read Charles
W. Warner's "My Summer in a Garden" may
recall his statement that too many men are like
cucumbers, they are not good when they are ripe.
I think what we want to try to be is something
like an apple, which is fairly good when it is
green, better when it is ripe, and pretty good in
the winter, although it may be somewhat spotted.
Again, in this time of commercial activity, we
find men who are unable to say, "I have done so
much, I have acquired so much. I have been so
successful, that I am willing now that others
should share my prosperity," and that "enough
is a plenty." Beyond a certain amount, wealth
is not productive of happiness and rather prevents

it.
In the pursuit of happiness, which, according
to the Declaration of Independence, is one of the
highest motives of life, simplicity of living is important. I do not mean frugality, but a feeling
of contentment, recognizing that great wealth is
not necessary. If we look about this country,
we shall find that it is not the very wealthy people
who are happiest and most contented, in many
instances they are the most discontented. Seeking for undue power has destroyed many a man.
I do not want to be understood as not advocating the acquirement of material wealth, but I
simply call attention to the fact that mere material
wealth does not make happiness. Our civilization
has in some parts of the country already reached
that stage where, as I have already said, parts of
the tree of society have begun to decay. If we
are to prevent further decay, it can only be done
by recognizing its presence. In such an environment does the young man find himself today, he
cannot change; it might not be well for him if he
could, but he must recognize it and endeavor to
profit by its goo(1 points and beware of its shortcomings. There has never been a time in our
civilization when there were fewer real personal
dangers or possibilities of one's life being cut short
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through war. The problems which present themselves are of a different nature, slower in their
working but not less sure in their result.
The ideal man has never existed, but if in our
intelligent society we cannot come nearer to being
ideal men than elsewhere, we are not taking ad-
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vantage of our opportunities. Above all, we mus
remember that an American, besides being intelligent, must be independent in thought and
action, recognizing that there can be no lasting
success to him as an individual without these
qualities.

•
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Alumni Rddress: "De Chemical Engineer."
BY W. B. WILEY, '89.

Mr. President. Ladies and Gentlemen.
I FEEL greatly honored to have been granted
I the pleasure of appearing before you this
morning. In the light of the fact that I was the
first alumnus graduated from the chemical course
of the Rose Polytechnic, I think it would not be
inappropriate to choose for my subject "The
Chemical Engineer."
Ever since man was expelled from the garden,
and compelled to wring, with perspiring brow and
constant endeavor, a living from nature's unwilling hand, he has been scheming to get the largest
return for the least expenditure of labor. He has
closely observed nature's laws and forces, and by
an intelligent interpretation and application thereof has he risen to the height he occupies today.
Undoubtedly primitive man knew the simpler
machines, and even metallurgical processes, such
as the extraction of iron from its ores. The ancients must certainly have possessed powerful machines for the transportation of the materials for
and the erection of the obelisks, pyramids and
temples, the remains of which are still extant.
They also practiced arts which are now lost, such
as the tempering of bronze and glass.
The Chinese took many forward steps in the
sciences, and in the practical application of the

same in the arts. The expenditure of life and
money in the recent Chinese war has had one effect—the opening of the eyes of us Westerners to
their civilization; and the advance, checked too
soon, alas, they had made in the sciences and arts.
The knowledge which they possessed of astronomy, and the extent and accurate noting of the observations of the heavenly bodies were certainly
marvelous.
We may never fully achieve "the beauty that
was Greece, nor the grandeur that was Rome,"
but, from the point of view of the utilitarian and
for the greatest good to the greatest number, we
may feel that we have great things before us; and
that, in the realization of these hopes, such institutions as Rose must of necessity bear a leading
part.
Engineering as we understand it today is a
growth of a little over a century. It is only within this hundred years, that, by constant observation, application, discovery and invention, we
have harnessed the forces of heat and electricity
to supply your many needs—both for power and
transportation.
Ourslow-going forefathers were content with the
horse for work and travel; but we, in our hurry,
must have our express trains, steamers and trolley
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cars, whose motive power and power to work repre- of coke valued at $27,448,832, and whose manusent the speed, strength and physical endurance facture required 15,403,385 tons of coal. Extended experiments have shown that the theoretical
of many thousand horses.
From the penny post, so called, to the wireless coke yield from this coal is 68 per cent, while
telegraph is a long step; from the rush light to with the ordinary Beehive oven, the average yield
the acetylene and electric lamp, one of equal im- in practice is only about 66 per cent. With a
portance—so in a hundred, yes, in ten thousand more rational oven and more scientific manageinstances does this century stand, overtopping all ment this yield has been increased to 71 per cent,
besides the saving of the valuable by-products,
other times, and the work is but just begun.
The term Chemical Engineer, as understood tar, gas, oil and ammonia. So, under these favortoday, applies to one who, to a thorough know- able circumstances, this region should have proledge of chemical analysis and synthesis, unites duced 10,936.403 tons of coke from the same coal,
that rare good common sense which permits him besides an additional revenue from the by-proto so modify laboratory methods as to make prac- ducts of $3,827,750, or a total .valuation of the
tical their application to commercial methods in entire products of $33,356,037, a net increase of
manufacture. Bearing this definition of the du- $5,907,206 for the year—a sum that only we
ties of a chemical engineer in mind, it will be read- Americans think we can afford to waste. Exily seen that the scope for his talents and energies perts claim that the limits of the Connellsville
region's life is thirty-five or forty years; with
is almost limitless.
It has been customary only in the very few the possible increased yield, this might be proyears just past to employ chemistry extensively longed for at least three additional years. Here
in the arts; but even in this short period, what is certainly a great field for the talents of the
were once esteemed necessary losses and wastes chemical engineer.
In the packing industries, the advent of the
arising in the process of manufacture, have been
engineer has almost revolutionized the
chemical
methods
of
made
modification
the
avoided, and by
by making it possible to utilize about
methods,
that
have
they
valuable,
so
by-products
to yield
everything,
except the fleeting breath of the
and,
cases,
all
manufacture
in
reduced the cost of
animal;
and by the manufacture of
slaughtered
handof
source
a
themselves
in many have become
glycerine, soaps,
lard
compounds,
oleomargerine,
some profit.
other
meritorious
and wholesome
many
and
so
chemist
industry,
the
In the iron and steel
has
vastly
comfort
the
of manarticles,
added
to
ceris
there
almost
controls furnace practice that
of
kind,
the
to
and
revenues
the
manufacturer.
the
product will be,
tain knowledge as to what
within constantly narrowing limits; he knows The cyanide process has made it exceedingly
what will be the percentage of silicon, sulphur, profitable to extract gold from ores that were
phosphorus, manganese,and other elements whose formerly considered impractical to work; so, in
entry into the iron give to it its distinguishing the sugar, oil, gas, and hundreds of other induscharacteristics. The Bessemer and basic steel pro- tries we might mention, has the chemical engicesses depend on the chemical engineer for their neer come to the rescue.
When all these facts and conditions are taken
successful and economical carrying out.
Coke manufacture is still in its early infancy, into account, is it strange that a widespread inthough already some steps are being taken to in- terest is being awakened in chemical engineering
crease the yield of marketable coke, and, by the and the preparation, training and education of
saving of gas, tar and ammonia, to add vast sums men for the calling? Our leading technical
to the revenues of the manufacture. The great schools recognize the urgency of this need, and
Connellsville coke region, with its 20,954 ovens, are taking measures to meet it properly and fully.
A short time ago my attention was called to
produced during the year 1900, 10,166,234 tons
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the University of Pennsylvania's course in chemical engineering. This leads eventually, three
years after graduation and after marked progress
in the profession, to the advanced degree of
chemical engineer.
The course calls for Chemistry, inorganic and
organic; Analysis, qualitative and quantitative;
Assaying; Mineralogy; Metallurgy; Chemical
Technology; Physics; Electricity; Mechanics,
theoretical and applied; Theory of Steam Engine
and Boiler; Thermodynamics; Machine Design;
Drawing; Shop Practice; Mathematics; English, French and German.
As you will find by comparison with the Rose
Catalogue, this is practically identical with the
Chemistry course at this institution—with the
exception that here we do not provide for the
conferring of the advanced degree of Chemical
Engineer. However, this is only a mere detail,
as Rose has always kept abreast of the times—in
fact just a little ahead of them—when the conditions demand,and if it is thought advisable to add
this degree to those now conferred it will be done;
and' when that time does come, we can all rest
assured that the Rose Engineers will be the equal
of any in the field of commercial and scientific
activity; for the alumnus of Rose is as carefully
prepared as the best, and as fully able to cope
with any and all conditions that may arise.
The great importance of this preparation has
been recognized by our leading chemists and engineers for many years, and has been well put by
Dr. Wm. McMutrie, the President of the American Chemical Society, in his inaugural address
delivered at the Chicago meeting of the society,
December 27, 1900, who said, among other
things, much better than I have ever yet heard
them expressed:
"But what shall be the character of the special
training of the technical chemist? * * He
who wishes for the fullest possible measure of
success must prepare himself thoroughly for his
life work and he can do this in no better way
than by acquiring a broad and liberal education.
First of all, we must admit that a thorough and
profound study of the science of Chemistry is ab-

solutely necessary. With the knowledge of the
principles and laws of the science, their use becomes easy. In no department of human activity is a thorough knowledge of the fundamental
laws so needful, nor can the knowledge of any
law be disregarded if successful work is to prevail. For all the laws apply all the time, and
few cases will arise in which the more important
can be avoided. * * * * To suppose that
the industries can be carried on in the face of severe competition without such knowledge is to
invite failure in every case. * * * * Chemistry is an exact science and the successful engineer must be thoroughly grounded in the science
of higher mathematics. * * * And finally,
the technical chemist of the near future must be
thoroughly trained in the principles and practices
of engineering, trained to make and operate the
mechanical means of carrying out effectively the
chemical reactions of the industries on a large
scale. For after all, these reactions differ in degree only from those of the research laboratory;
he must be trained in making and assembling the
apparatus for work in a large way of all the operations followed in a small way in the laboratory.
He must realize the difference between dealing
with a few grams or liters on the one hand and
tons of solid matter and 30,000 to 50,000 gallons
of liquids on the other, but involving exactly the
same reactions. *
* * A genius untaught
might do all this, but usually 'genius untaught
is a terrible waLte of power.' * * * * Rational work is coming to be recognized and the
demand for trained chemists is increasing. We
must have in the industries persevering, energetic men with broad views." Dr. McMurtrie
merely voices the recognition, by educational institutions and the leaders of our profession, of
this imperative demand, and the constantly growing need of the arts and industries. If this demand is met, and, since we are fully aware of the
requirements, I am sure it will be, the next
twenty-five or fifty years are bound to witness
mighty steps forward in the methods of manufacture and the management of the chemical industries; and since chemistry is entering more and
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more into all the industries, the advancement of
the world's business is sure to be immensely
facilitated.
Now, young gentlemen of the class of 1901, I
wish to say a few words to you particularly—not
to give advice, the easiest thing in the world to
give and the hardest thing to follow, but rather
to make a few suggestions by one who has been
through the period you are but just approaching.
You are at present thoroughly drilled and prepared in most of the fundamental rules and laws
of modern engineering; that is, if you have diligently and faithfully taken advantage of all the
opportunities provided by the care and forethought of Rose and her faculty; and your presentation for graduation presupposes that. You
have the rules: now you must find that exceptions prove the rule. By this I mean that no
condition in actual technical practice will be
found to comply strictly with the laws of theory—
your engineering faculty must show you how to
so modify the ordinary methods as to arrive at
the desired end with the greatest saving of time
and power. It has been truly said, "The mastery of an art, be it whatever you like, does but
consist of the comprehension of the basic law."
As you take your places to perform the part of
the world's work which your natural bent and
your training and education have fitted you, you
will at first be discouraged and dazed by the
great number of engineers you see around you.
It rests entirely with you to determine whether
you will be content with the dead level, or, with
eyes keenly observing and all energies and faculties alert, you see and grasp an opening, and
start to climb over the obstacles between you and
the top. We have a trite saying that "there is
always room at the top." This will evermore be
true ; for as few men reach there, and, when
they do, they are speedily translated, and there
is still room.
One should be content to start at the bottom,
but not to remain there. Aspire to be filled with
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that "divine discontent" which will drive you
constantly out of your surroundings as soon as
you outgrow them. In the long run, talent, true
worth and industry will win; for "pull"is only
furnished to the few, and does not always pay in
the end.
Don't be stingy with your time and talent toward your employer. Give him good measure—
in fact, more than he bargained for. Allow him
ten hours work for nine hours pay—it will benefit
all concerned in the long run. It is a poor workman whose ear is constantly attuned to the quitting whistle—and who only looks as far ahead as
the next pay day.
Talk to everybody in your particular line of
work; no matter how humble his part may be;
or, rather get him to talk to you. Every man
has one or two good, original ideas—his hobby
—and all that is needed is a chance for him to
ride it, and he will tell you all about it.
Start at once to keep accurate and systematic
note-books in which you shall carefully preserve
all that is new, Valuable and interesting in your
particular line, which you meet in practice—and
much that is of value in the tributary departments of the arts and sciences.
Read the technical journals as carefully and as
extensively as possible; and, besides this, keep
up your general reading. Keep as broad as you
can—but still specialize—for this is an age of
experts and specialists.
Belong to one or more of the technical societies,
and attend their meetings whenever it is possible.
Finally, keep as close to Old Rose as is permitted you—she will always be interested in hearing
of you and your progress. For, by you she stands
or falls. Read; work; make her proud of you.
You will find, as many of us have already found
in the past, that you need never blush to name
your Alma Mater.
The Rose Alumnus, if he has the bent, is an
Engineer.
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REPORT OF FIFTEENTH ANNUAL BUSINESS
SESSION, ROSE POLYTECHNIC ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION.
Terre Haute House, 3:oo P. M. June 20th, 19o1.

Meeting called to order by the President, H.
W. Foltz, '86. As committee on elections was
not quite ready to report, it was decided by unanimous vote to postpone the closing of the polls
until the item of unfinished business was reached.
Roll call showed the following members present:
H. W. Foltz, '86.
C. E. Scott, '86.
J. B. Aikman, '87.
Jno. B. Peddle, '88.
Walter B. Wiley, '89.
A. M. Hood, '93.
E. S. Johonnott, '93.
J. J. Kessler, '97.
G. A. Maier, '00.
W. H. Insley, '00.
H. S. Richardson, '00.

William Hadley, '01.
Max Jacob Hammel, '01.
Frank W. Pfleging,'01.
Martin N. Troll, '01.
Geo. Harry Clay, '01.
Gilbert Crawford, '01.
L. Leslie Helmer, '01.
Robert N. Miller, '01.
Rob Roy Warfel, '01.
Harry Denton Piper, '01.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read
and approved.
The treasurer submitted the following report,
which was also approved:
REPORT OF TREASURER.
ALUMNI FUND.
Receipts in Iwo.

Balance on hand as per last report . . . $ 77.83
Anuual dues paid last meeting after report was submitted
38.00
$115.83
Disbursements in .rgoo.

Printing return postal cards, Election Committee- Moore & Langen . . .$ 13 62
44
banquet invitation, Executive Committee-Moore & Langen . . . 7.50
Return postal cards, Exec. Committee-Moore & Langen
4.00
Envelopes for Secretary
1 75
44
Circular notice for Secretary . .
1.75
Menu cards, Ex. Com.-C. E. Hollenbeck
7.00
3 00
Postage for Exec. Committee
3 67
" Secretary
.75
Telephone Toll, Exec. Committee
1 00
Clerical work, Exec. Committee
Terre Haute House -use of room for busi1 00
ness meeting
10 00
110 copies of Technic
56 39
Balance at close of 1900
$115.83

Rkeipts, 1901.

Balance from 1900
Annual dues for 1901, received to date .
Balance on hand this date

$56.39
39.00
.$ 05.39

BANQUET FUND.
Receipts

Balance on hand as per last report
From members present

. . $ 3.65
92 00
$ 95.00

Disbursements.

Music for banquet
$ 9.00
T. H. House banquet, including cigars, etc. 85.25
Balance on hand
1 40
$ 95.65
Respectfully submitted,
J. B. A1KMAN,
Terre Haute, Ind.,
Sec. & Treas.
June 20, 1901.

The election committee reported that they were
ready to receive ballots on President, Vice-President, and Alumni Representative on Board of
Managers from all such persons as had not previously voted by letter ballot.
Candidates were as follows:
President, F. F. Hildreth,'94, H. W.Foltz,'86.
Vice-President, A. M. Hood, '93, R. L. McCormick, '91.
Alumni Representative, W. Arnold Layman
'92, Ben McKeen, '85.
The following were elected:-President, H. W.
Foltz, '86.
Vice-President, R. I,. McCormick, '91.
Alumni Representative, W. Arnold Layman,
'92.
By unanimous vote the secretary was requested
to cast ballot of the Association for the members
to constitute the Executive Committee.
John B. Peddle, '88, Chairman, Victor K.
Hendricks, '89, E. S. Johonnott, '93.
By resolution it was decided that hereafter the
Executive Committee shall each year issue an invitation to the person delivering the Commencement address, to be the guest of the Alumni
Association at the banquet.
By unanimous vote, the thanks of the Association were extended to Walter B. Wiley for the
admirable alumni address delivered at Commencement exercises on this date.
Mr, H. W. Foltz yielded the chair temporarily
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to Vice-president, E. S. Johonnott, and offered a
motion which was seconded but lost, to the effect
that he be released from the office of president
for the coming year.
President Foltz reappointed the committee on
election as last year which consisted of, Geo. M.
Davis, 0. C. Mewhinney, Chas. E. Scott.
• The business being concluded,—adjournment
J. B. AIKMAN,
followed.
Sec'y & Treas.
ALUMNI BANQUET.

Salted Almonds
Sherry

Consomme en Tasse

Cheese Straws
Cucumbers

Potatoes, Julienne
Imperial Punch

Olives

Cigarettes

Broiled Spring Chicken
Saratoga Chips
Pontet Canet
Lettuce and Tomato Salad
Mayonnaise Dressing
Ice Cream

Strawberries
Assorted Cakes
Cheese

Crackers

B. S. Johonnoti,'93

"The world in which we live are two—
The world I am'and the world I do.'

A. W. Clement

The World's Work

"Money to him that has spirit to use it,
And life to him that has courage to lose it."

W E. Burk,'96

Trusts and Combinations

"What shall it profit us if we gain the, whole world
And lose our own soul?"

What's the Matter With 1901.? . . . . R. N. Miller, '01
"Der Kaiser von das Vaterland,
Und Gott und I all dings command:
We two, ach ! don't you understand?
MEINSELF—und Gott."

W C. Ball

Girls We Have Loved

The fifteenth annual Alumni banquet of the
Rose Polytechnic Alumni Association was held
on the evening of June 20th, in the main diningroom of the Terre Haute House. Those present
were seated, at 8:30 o'clock, about numerous
tables, handsomely decorated, and bearing at
each plate a dainty menu card which announced
the following repast:
Little Neck Clams

Doing Beats Promising

Coffee
Maraschino

After the menu had been discussed, a change
of tables was made, and after some general conversation, the Toastmaster, H. W. Foltz, '86,
arose and introduced the toasts, according to the
program, by the question "Wot we all gwine do
now ?" Dr. Mees gave the welcoming address,
and the program proceeded as follows:

"Here's to the maiden of bashful sixteen;
Likewise to the widow of fifty;
Here's to the bold and extravagant queen;
And here's to the housewife that's thrifty."

The Golden Rule Up-to-Date

W H. Insley, '00

"Do unto the other feller the way he'd like to do unto you—
An' do it fust."

The toasts were heartily enjoyed and applauded, and were full of loyalty to the Alma
Mater. A number of toasts not on the program
were given, Mr. A. M. Hood, '93, Mr. T. L.
Camp, '97, and Mr. R. K. Rochester,'01, responding.
Mr. W. E. Burk, who is upon the list of toasts,
was unfortunately prevented from coming.
During the evening Mr. J. B. Aikman,'86,
sang several songs, which were greatly enjoyed,
and Mr. J. J. Kessler,'97, contributed to the enjoyment of the occasion by singing two selections. A stringed orchestra in the rear of the
room played throughout the evening.
The Faculty was represented by Dr. C. L.
Mees, Dr. W. A. Noyes and Prof. A. W.
Clement. The members of the Alumni Association present were:
Herbert W. Foltz,'86, Indianapolis.
James Farrington, '96, Pittsburg, Pa.
S. S. Wales, '91, Munhall, Pa.
Chas. B. Scott, '86, Terre Haute.
E. F. Phillips, '00, Indianapolis.
G. A. Maier, '00, Schenectady, N. Y.
J. J. Kessler, '97, St. Louis.
L. S. Rose, '92, Mattoon.
Fred F. Hildreth, '94, Terre Haute.
W. H. Harris, '91, Terre Haute.
T. L. Camp, '97, Chicago.
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J. B. Aikman, '86, Terre Haute.
Arthur M. Hood, '93, Indianapolis.
J. H. Hall, '96, Munhall, Pa.
W. H. Insley, '00, Indianapolis.
Harry S. Richardson, '00, Washington, D. C.
A. Balsley, '91, Terre Haute.
Prof. John B. Peddle, '88, Terre Haute.
Prof. E. S. Johonnott, '93, Terre Haute.
V. K. Hendricks, '89, Terre Haute.
A. J. Hammond,'89, South Bend.
W. B. Wiley, '89, Bramwell, W. Va.

The following members of the graduating class
also attended the banquet.
H. E. Perkins, Rising Sun.
R. K. Rochester, Dayton, 0.
Max J. Hammell, Appleton, Wis.
Martin N. Troll, Kansas, Ill.
Everett E. King, Warren, Ind.
H. D. Piper, Paris, Ill.
Frank W. Pfleging, Terre Haute.
Leslie Helmer, Terre Haute.
R. N. Miller, Louisville, Ky.
R. R. Warfel, Terre Haute.
G. Harry Clay, Terre Haute.
J. Robert Riggs, Erlanger, Ky.
Harry A. Schwartz, Louisville, Ky.
Walter R. Gibbons, Terre Haute.

ALUMNI NOTES.
H. B. Stilz has been transferred to the office
of the U. S. naval constructor, Bath Iron Works,
Bath, Maine. He has lately been with the
Bureau C. & R. at Washington.
H. C. Westfall, '97, is located with the C. 0.
& G. R. R. in Little Rock, Ark.
The diploma, from Columbian University in
the District of Columbia, conferring the degree
of Master of Science upon Arthur D. Kidder (of
'99), has been received in this city. Mr. Kidder
is at present in charge of a surveying party,
working upon Government land in Oklahoma
Territory; at the completion of this work he will
return to Washington, D. C.
Benjamin McKeen,'85, has been promoted to
Supt. Main Line Division, Vandalia.
Shaneberger, '95, is now Engineer of Maintenance of Way, Peoria Div. Vandalia Line, and
Wiggins, '95, holds the same position on C. &
M. V. Division of Pennsylvania line.
Freudenreich, '98, received a gold medal for
special examination in evidence in law school,
where he has just graduated.
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Commencement.
surrounded with a frame of flowers. On the platform were President Leo Mees, president of the
faculty, Mr. George B. Leighton, Mr. Walter B.
Wiley, the Rev. C. D. Case, of the First Baptist
MUSIC.
church and Mr. Ball, of the Board of Managers.
At the side of the platform the members of the
PRAYER.
graduating class were seated. At the right was
MUSIC.
a group of the members of the board and the
faculty, among the latter being Professors
ALUMNI ADDRESS.
Howe, Clement, Kendrick, Wagner, Johonnott,
WALTER B. WILEY; '89.
Wickersham, Peddle, Hathaway, Noyes and
Subject: The Chemical Engineer.
Faurot.
MUSIC.
After the opening music, the Rev. C. D. Case
offered prayer and the orchestra played the"RoADDRESS.
mance of Chrysalis." President Mees introduced
GEORGE B. LEIGHTON, St. Louis, Mo.
President of the Los Angeles Terminal Railway.
Mr. Wiley, who delivered the alumni address.
At the close of the address, the orchestra
Presentation of Diplomas.
played a medley selection from the"BurgomasAwarding of Prizes.
ter"and Mr. George B. Leighton was introduced.
Mr. Leighton is president of the Los Angeles
Benediction.
Terminal Railway,with headquarters at St.Louis.
MUSIC.
He was born July 19, 1864, and graduated from
Breinig's orchestra opened the program at ten Harvard in 1888. In 1889 he entered the railo'clock, playing a march from the "Monks of way service as director of the Los Angeles, PasaMalabar." The gymnasium was well filled with dena and Glendale road and has been presidetit
the relatives and friends of the graduates and of the Shickle, Harrison and-Howard Iron Comwas handsomely decorated. In front of the pany, one of the large car truck manufacturing
speaker's platform was a large photograph of concerns of this country. At the International
Chauncey Rose, the founder of the institution, Railway Congress at the Paris Exposition, 1900,
Mr- Leighton had a paper on "The Technical Ed*From the Terre Haute Gazette, June zo.

HE Programme announced for the Seventeenth Annual Commencement exercises,
which took place Thursday, June 20, was as follows : —

T
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ucation, Appointment and Promotion of Railway
Employees."
At the close of this address Mr. W.C. Ball was
introduced, and addressed the members of the
class, on behalf of the board of managers, conferring the degrees. Mr. Ball's address was as
follows:
Mr. President. Ladies and Gentlemen, members of
the dass of 1901:
It is my privilege and pleasure, on behalf of
the Board of Managers and the faculty, to present
your diplomas to you. In the familiar phrasing
of your associates you have been called the
Naughty Ones. You are in fact the first blossoms of the twentieth century borne by our brave
Rose bush.
Whether or not I may, in these final words, be
so fortunate as to say something of use, that will
stick in your memories in connection with the
closing ceremonials of your college course, I do
not know. But I do know that those of us who
have assembled here as participants in and auditors of these exercises are strengthened and encouraged and made more hopeful of the future
by witnessing the addition to the ranks of the
world's workers of trained intellects, ready and
eager to do their part in making this fair old earth
of ours spin faster down the ringing grooves of
change. I shall be brief in what I say, for I do
not desire to dispel the charm of the two admirable addresses to which you have listened, one
from an elder brother of yours, a son of the cherishing mother who is proud to claim all of you as
her boys. From and after to-day you will be the
fashioners of your own futures. Your first duty
will be to yourselves, those related to and dependent on you. You must occupy coigns of
vantage to render service of any value to yourselves or to any others. Willingness to share
the last crust may be indicative of an obliging
spirit but a piece of crust is neither palatable nor
nutritious to any great extent. So in the burly
burly of this busy world you must, of course,
fairly and honestly and honorably, manage to
make your way as fast and as far as possible.
Seek diligently for what you can best do and

when you have found it do it with all your might.
But keep your characters clean. The lowest and
least reason for this, but still a good reason, is
that it pays. Good character in man is what
running true is in a machine. Wobbling means
wreck sooner or later, somewhere, sometime.
Whether the world into which you are about
to enter shall prove good or bad to you will depend chiefly upon your yourselves. The active
head of a great urban system of transportation
was recently interviewed in regard to his career.
From the humblest beginnings he had risen by
successive steps to a position of great power. At
the first his promotions were slow. Later they
were more rapid, for there is accelerating speed
in progress when the initial impetus is maintained. In his case he was without capital or
influential friends. Such help as you have received in the education acquired here at the Rose
was denied him. Save for the rudiments of such
serviceable education as all may acquire in the
public schools he was without education. Knowledge to his eyes her ample page rich with the
spoils of time had ne'er unfolded in school or college. Bread winning and education were yoke
mates in his case. He educated himself while
he worked and his education was in the line of
his work. Mastering the matter in hand from
its fundamental principles and minutest particulars to its broadest sweep and greatest possibilities he was prepared for his successivp advances.
With the matters he was hired to care for he was
far from content, but mastered the business in
all its departments. Presently it was found by
the owners that he was the one man connected
with the buiiness who knew it in all its parts and
was the one man best fitted to be in charge of the
whole. Co at last the owners of great interests
in the line of urban transportation sought him
out and placed him in control of those inierests,
confident from his career that he would so prganize and manage it that their interests would be
best subserved.
Asked his opinion in regard to .the prospects
of young men, he said that the owners, individual
and collective, of properties of all kinds all over
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the country were in need of and searching for
men competent to manage them. I believe you
will find this to be true in the fullest sense, and
that there is scarcely a business or industrial establishment in all the land of any pretensions
where there is not place and partnership for any
coiner of character and capacity and industry capable of materially improving existing methods
and management.
Your Alma Mater teaches an impressive le,son
that is not set forth in any of the courses of instruction. The great man after whom this Institute was named, who planned and established
and endowed it, died before any of you, who today complete its four years course, were born.
He so loved the world as it was and as it might
be made, and the youth then in it and who might
come into it in all the years of the future, that at
no small cost of time and thought and money he
founded a polytechnic school where, for all time,
all who chose to do so might enter and acquire
an education fitting them for the better discharge
of the duties of life.
Upon each of you in due proportion rests the
determination of the extent to which those hopes
of his shall be realized. If you shall acquit yourselves like men, the work you do will, in part at
least, be permanent in character and help many
coming after. And thus what has been and is
shall be but as a prologue to the swelling drama
of the benefactions of the coming years.
Ordinarily a commencement occasion among
its crowding incidents brings to the graduates a
feeling of anxiety touching the new wQrld they
are about to enter. Allotted tasks, work assigned,
duties designated, the whole life mapped out—
these are the features of the college course. Student days over, comes a new factor in the finding work to do. However ready, and prepared
and eager one may be to do something the thing
to do must be found. It isn't any more a question of 1,:ng or short lessons, or hard or easy
ones, but of any lessons at all. Ordinarily this
specter obtrudes itself unbidden at commencement festivities as the ghost of the murdered
Banquo appeared to the discomfiture of Macbeth,
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seated on Duncan's throne. And time out of
mind it has seemed proper to those addressing
graduates at commencement to speak words of
encouragement, bidding them to be of good cheer
and holding out hope to them that they would in
due course find something to do.
Nothing, perhaps, shows the far-sighted
vision of Mr. Rose into the future and of the
world's needs and development—a far-sightedness that explains the successfulness of his business career—than the fact that from the first the
graduates of the Rose have been in demand.
The world has needed, needs now and will need
in all probability in the future in increasing
measure men with the special training that this
Institute gives them. So it is not necessary for
me, young gentlemen of the class of 1901, to bid
you be of good cheer and to assure you that it
will be all right, that you will be sure to find
something to do in the line of your professional
training. You already have something to do.
Places have been found or have found you. Solicitude on your behalf rather takes the form of
mild regret that you are to plunge from school
directly into business without that summer vacation to which your school days have made you
accustomed.
To the friends of the Rose Polytechnic Institute is exceedingly gratifying to you to know
that the training received here, its thoroughness
and its value, are so highly appreciated in the
business world, and that its graduates are in such
demand by the owners and managers of establishments and enterprises needing men with
brains and hands and eyes trained as this Institute trains them.
It is an especial matter of felicitation to the
friends of Rose Polytechnic that this demand for
its sons is so insistent that to meet and match
the needs of the business world in point of time
plans are maturing for an earlier commencement—
a commencement for the Seniors before the close
of the school year for the other classes. An incidental feature of such plan, if it shall be
adopted, will be the attendance on future commencement exercises of the undergraduates.
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Heretofore, and not unnaturally, it was so in your
case probably, the undergraduate hastens homeward at the earliest opportunity.
As already stated, your immediate futures are
provided for and you have secured places where
you may begin your life work. However, it is
only a beginning. Thanks to your education
here it is a better beginning, further up the line
towards the head than you would have otherwise
been able to attain. Qui;e certain it is that oil
the foundation laid here, if it is really as, broad
and deep and solid as it has been the steadfast
effort to make it, stronger and statelier edifices of
professional career can be erected thereon than
would have been possible without it.
After all, this is but the beginning. Professionally considered, your career will have been partial failures, if, five years hence, barring some
unavoidable temporary check, you are not in
places, having higher and harder duties, larger
responsibilities, requiring greater skill and more
handsomely remunerated than those you take tomorrow or next week. And ten years hence the
record should be still better, and so on to the
end. The Rose expects this of you, and has a
right to expect it of you. Your achievements
are her achievements. She has done her duty to
you. You must do your duty to her.
And this brings me to a general consideration of importance, as it seems to me. You
are entering on your careers,,not at the bottom of the ladder, thanks to what this school
has done for you, but still far from the top.
and the places you have secured have been secured on your assumed merit. This is an assumption based on your records as students here.
On you rests the burden of proof that this assumption is correct. And, of course, you can
and will furnish the proofs and at once by what
you do.
The point I wish to make is that the places
you secure have been secured because those
having them to give thought you better fitted for
them than any others. You may be quite sure
that others sought them. Every person is and
ought to be seeking a better place. And so if

these places you have secured are not, as they are
not, at the very bottom, you may be quite sure
there were others seeking them. You secured
them rather than others because it was thought
you were the better fitted. Enlightened self-interest upon the part of the employer and the
merits of the prospective employees were the bases
of the bargains. Now it was very obviously to
your advantage that no artificial barriers stood
between you and your fitting places,—the places •
you were fitted for by talent and training. And
it will be to your advantage, as it is to the advantage of every young, ambitious, self-reliant,
self respecting man, willing to enter his abilities
and capabilities in a fair and even race with all
the world for its places and its prizes, to have the
way open. For such persons, and the world's
advancement depends on them, attainment of an
ideal social condition demands that this industrial, working world should not become stratified
but rather be in liquid condition, the human
atoms freely moving. Stratification means stagnation and worse. It is essentially unjust. It
stifles,and represses and withholds from merit its
proper reward, for stratification among human
beings begins as it does in the case of the earth's
crust at the top. Its effect is to keep in a lower
stratum men who ought to be at the top. Youth
and ambition and merit are at eternal war with
this idea, and ought to be. Our republic was
and is a protest against the historic and old
world order in which a single family absorbs the
governing functions of a whole people and a few
others absorb and retain all the chief and choice
places of honor and profit. Now it is perfectly
clear that to you, starting on your careers, it is
of the highest importance that in the upward
way there should be no artificial barriers erected
by class or caste, or combination of Capital or of
labor keeping the builders of the barriets in, and
you out of any place or pursuit your may desire
to fill or follow and that you are capable of filling
or following better than those who, having gotten in, have sought to shut the door against all
others and hold by prescription what they obtained perhaps by right, but never would have
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obtained if the restraints they seek to enforce on
others had been enforced on them. Demand
your rights but concede to others theirs, remembering that your rights end where the others
begin.
Play the game of life fairly, as you have done
out here on the athletic field over and over again.
Never forget that it's a race, not a fight, with a
place for every competitor, and that when each is
in his place, his fitting place, the place for which
he is best fitted, the highest harmony and the best
results are obtained for the collective whole.
Your Alma Mater hopes to hear good reports
of you in the years to come. She expects you
to acquit yourself as men. Much has been given
you, from you much will be required. With
your training she has a right to anticipate achievements at least somewhat above the ordinary.
Most of all she insists that you be men, as true
to the great laws of right living and high thinking as the forces of nature with which you will
have to deal, are true to the inevitable laws governing them. With a world of good wishes we
bid you God speed.
It affords me pleasure now to present to each
of you in turn the diploma you have earned and
that is yours by right of work well done."
Following his address Mr. Ball presented the
members of the class with their diplomas in the
following order:
Gilbert Crawford, Paola, Kas.; Robert Netherland Miller, Louisville, Ky.; George Harry Clay,
city; James Robert Riggs, Erlanger, Ky.; Rob
Roy Warfel, city; L. Leslie Helmer, city; Everett
Edgar King, Warren, Ind ; Harry Denton Piper,
Paris, Ill.; William Hadley, Hadley, Ind.;
Martin Neil Troll, Kansas, Ill.; Walter Ray Gibbons, city, Frank William Pfleging, city; Harry
Adolph Schwartz, Louisville, Ky.; Hugh Espy
Perkins, Rising Sun, Ind.; Max Jacob Hammel,
Appleton, Wis.; Albert Charleton Lyon, city.;
Robert Kendall Rochester, Dayton, 0.
In addition to the degrees conferred on the
members of the present graduating class, the degree of mechanical engineer was conferred on
Orange E. McMeans, of the class of 1896, now
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residing in Richmond Ind.; the degree of electrical engineer was conferred on George E. Wells,
of St. Louis, a member of the same class, and the
degree of master of science was conferred on
William E. Burk, of Louisville, Ky.,also a member of that class.
After the conferring of the degrees Dr. Mees
made the presentation of the Heminway medal
to Mr. Robert N. Miller, of the graduating class.
The medal was established by the late Mrs. S. A.
Heminway and is awarded annually by vote of
the faculty to the member of the Senior class
whose standing is the highest during the whole
four years course. A bronze copy of the medal
which is awarded to the freshman who has
the highest standing for the three terms
of the freshman year was awarded to
Howard Augustine Mullett, of Kansas City, Mo.
The following were awarded honorable mention
by the faculty:
In Senior Class—Robert N. Miller, Louisville,
Ky.; Harry A. Schwartz, Louisville, Ky.
In Junior Class—Arthur J. Paige, Terre Haute;
Claude E. Cox, Terre Haute; Clyde C. Parks,
Terre Haute; Henry W. Uhl, Portsmouth, 0.
In Sophomore Class—Albert A. Krieger,
Louisville, Ky.; Brent C. Jacob, Louisville, Ky.;
Robert B. Arnold, Terre Haute; Harry W. Palmer, Brockport, N. Y.
In Freshman Class—Carson G. French, Buchanan, Mich.; Robert F. Garrettson, Terre Haute;
Myron B. Reynolds, Pana, Ills.; J. D. Sandham,
Harlan, Iowa; William H. Hazard, Terre
Haute.
At the close of the awarding of prizes President Mees delivered a short address to the members of the class and in part said:"I can scarcely
add anything to what has already been said, but
I do hope that the advice which has been given
this morning will be observed by you all. Each
member of this class will do well to surround
himself with companions whose influence will be
of use to him and to whom his influence will be
beneficial. That you may be sure of a warm
greeting from the members of the faculty should
you return it is not necessary to state. That
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your are fortunate in entering upon your life
work at such a time of high grade prosperity,
you know. We do not expect to hear from you
in the world's affairs for two or three years, but
we wish you the most abundant success." The
Rev. C. D. Case pronounced the benediction, dismissing the audience, and the orchestra closed
the program by playing a march from the "Fortune Teller." The members of the graduating
class, assisted by the alumni and the under classmen gave the school yell and their class yell before the audience left the hall.
The Theses fresented by the candidates for degrees were as follows:
FOR DEGREE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
Comparison of Core and Shell Type of Transformers.
GEORGE E. WELLS, M. S.
FOR DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE.
A Study of Fluorite.
WILLIAM E. BURR, B. S.
FOR DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE.
Test of a Locomotive Boiler with Measurements on the Temperaperature of Gases of Combustion and Study of Composition of Combustion Products.
FRANK W. PFLEGING, HARRY D. PIPER.
A Test of Boiler, Engine and Generator of the Plant of the Terre
Haute Electric Company.
WILLIAM HADLEY, J. ROBERT RIGGS, HARRY A. SCHWARTZ,
MARTIN N. TROLL.
Reconstruction and Test of a Five Horse Power Induction Motor
Built in the Rose Polytechnic Shops.
MAX J. HAMMEL.
Hydrolysis of Maltose.
GILBERT CRAWFORD.
The Determination of Sulphur in Iron and Steel.
L. LESLIE HELMER.
The Determination of Manganese in Iron.
G. HARRY CLAY.
A Study of Boiling Point Curve of a Mixture of Alcohol and Water.
R. R. WARFEL.
Some Derivatives of Methyl-Cyclo-Pentane.
ROBERT N. MILLER.
The Action of Chlorine on Ammonia.
ALBERT C. LYON.
A Study of Steel Car Construction.
ROBERT K. ROCHESTER.
The Relative Expansion of Concrete and Steel.
EVERETT E. KING, HUGH E. PERKINS.
Would Changing the Present Location of the Vandalia Line between Greenville and Pocahontas, Illinois, to that Surveyed by the Class of 1902 Be Profitable?
WALTER R. GIBBONS.

SENIOR RECEPTION.
Despite threatening weather, the annual reception tendered the Senior Cla4s and their friends
by the Faculty was largely attended, and the welllighted Gym tastefully decorated for the occasion
presented quite a different aspect from its usual
appearance on working days. President Mees,
with the Faculty and their wives received the
guests. The Ringgold orchestra discoursed inspiring music from the balcony and after the
visitors had had an opportunity to meet old
friends and to make new acquaintances the floor
was cleared for dancing, and to lovers of the
graceful art the midnight hour came only too
quickly. Dainty refreshments and punch were
served during the evening in the rooms on the
second floor.
WHERE THE FACULTY WILL SUMMER.
Dr. Mees will remain in the city, looking after
the interests of the Institute.
Dr. Gray will visit the exposition at Buffalo
and also attend a meeting of the Committee on
Organization of the Carnegie Institute, to be held
on the 24th inst. The other members of this
committee are R. H. Thurston, Dean of Sibley
College of Engineering, Cornell University; J. B.
Johnson, Dean of Engineering School, University
of Wisconsin; J. A. Alderman, Dean of Armour
Institute, Chicago. Dr. Gray will return to the
city on July 1st.
Dr. Noyes will spend the summer at Dennis,
Mass.
Prof. Howe will, later in the summer, leave
for Dennis, Mass.
Prof. Hathaway will remain in the city.
Mr. Clement will make a trip to California.
Mrs. Burton will spend the summer with Prof.
and Mrs. Ames in Maine.
Dr. Johonnott is to be with the General Electric Co. at Schenectady.
Dr. Blanchard leaves for his home in North
Carolina.
Prof. McCormick will remain in the city.
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kase
I. S. N.,5; ROSE,6.
E met the Nortnals and they were ours the
second time. The game was won only by
the merest chance, as both teams played very
poor ball and the only reason we beat them was
because they played a little worse than we did.
Chamberlain, a new man, started in to pitch for
Rose and did well the five innings he was in the
box, but he lacked experience and it was necessary.to put Hills in in the sixth. Both pitchers
were given the worst kind of support. The day
was a cloudy, cold one and the crowd was limited.
The score is as follows:

W

ROSE.

Nicholson, 1 f
Gibbons, s s
Hampton, 2b
Troll, c f
Fishback, r f
Hadley, c
Daily, i b
Braman, 3 b
Chamberlain, p
Hills, p
NORMAL,
McIntosh. 2 b
Pearce, r f
Sherb, c f
Jeffers, p
McFerrin, c
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Brown, 3 b
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0
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o
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4
0
I
0
4

0

2
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SCORE BY INNINGS:
00020022'k-6
Rose
0 o I 0 30 I .3 0-5
Normal
Stolen bases—Nicholson, Hampton, Fishback, Daily, Braman,
Sherb 2.
Two base hits—Jeffers, Beaty.
Double plays -Hampton to Daily.
Bases on balls—Off Chamberlain, I.
Struck out—By Chamberlain, 1; by Hills, 3: by Jeffers, 5,
Passed balls—McFerrin, 2
Wild pitches -Chamberlain.

BUTLER,9; ROSE,8.
Rose lost the game with Butler in the tenth
inning, after having the game well in band and
after playing all around the visitors at all times,
until the ninth inning. With the exception of
pitcher McGaughey and shortstop Anthony, Butler had no team at all, and the only thing that
prevented Rose from running up a higher score
from the start was the pitching of McGaughey.
Hills for Rose had the visitors at his mercy until
the ninth inning, when he let up, and the whole
team immediately followed suit and lost the game
by allowing four Butler men to cross the plate in
this inning and thus tie the score. In the tenth the
Butler men ran in two scores on some more poor
playing by the home team, and Rose could only
make one score in their half of the same inning.
There is no excuse for the defeat; the team
simply went to pieces and gave the game to Butler.
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ROSE.
Hills, p
Nicholson, 1 f
Gibbons, s s
Hampton, 2 b
Troll, c f
Fishback. r f
Hadley, c
Daily, I I)
Braman, 3 b
Total
BUTLER.
Cunningham, r f
Gillum, 2 b
Huggins, ib
McGaughey, p
Murray, 3 b
Pfeifer, c
Anthony, s s
Butler, c f
Scott, I f
Total

A. B.

R.

H.

P.O.

A.

5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
_•
45
A. B.
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2
0
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2
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9

R.

II.
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5
6
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4
5
5
5
3

0
0
1
2

45
9
SCORE BY INNINGS.
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5
I
3
I
o
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Rose
0 0 1 30 2 0 0 1-8
Butler
0100002042-9
Stolen bases—Nicholson, 3; Gibbons, Fishback, 3; Daily. Braman,
Pfeifer, Scott.
Two base hits—Troll, Nicholson, McGaughey.
Bases on balls—By Hills, 4.
Struck—By Hills, 4; McGaughey, 7.
Passed balls—Hadley, Pfeifer, 2.

CENTRE COLLEGE,4; ROSE,3.

One of the prettiest games played on the campus for a number of years took place on Decoration day, when Centre College, of Danville,
Kentucky, defeated Rose by a score of 4 to 3.
The game was a pretty and sensational one
throughout and was won by the Kentucky boys,
because the Rose men could not hit Lawrence,
their pitcher. Rose played a better fielding game
than the visitors but could not hit the ball as well
as they could, though all of Rose's hits were
opportune.
Rose made the first score in the first inning.
Hills reached first on an error, was forced to
second when Nicholson was hit with the ball,
and scored on two passed balls, the inning ending
with three men on bases.
Centre scored one in the second on Kephart's
hit, followed by Embry's, and Braman's error of
throw in from the field.
Centre scored their second run in the fifth on
Milliken's hit and a stolen base, followed by
Rosser's three bagger.

Centre scored one in the sixth on two hits and
a stolen base.
Centre scored their last run in the eighth on
errors by Hills and Daily.
In the ninth Rose came very nearly winning
out. Hampton singled and went to third on
Troll's two bagger, but was caught at the plate
when attempting to come in on Fishback's
grounder to third, Troll going to third on the
play. Fishback stole second and both scored on
Daily's three bagger, but Braman finished the
game by bitting to McDonald.
A. B.

ROSE.
Hills, p
Nicholson, 1 f
Gibbons, s s
Hampton, 2 b
Troll, c f
Fishback, r f
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Daily, 1 b
Braman,3 b
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CENTRE COLLEGE.
Milliken, c f
McDonald, 3 b
Chatham, c
Rosser, 2 b
Cockran, 1 b
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Suddeth, s s •
Kephart, r f
Embry, 1 f
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SCORE BY INNINGS.
Rose
100000002-3
Centre
010011010-4
Stolen bases—Troll, 2; Fishback, Milliken, Chatham, Lawrence,
Suddeth.
Two base hits—Troll.
Three base hits—Rosser, Daily.
Bases on balls—By Hills, i; by Lawrence, 3.
Hit by pitcher—By Hills, 2; by Lawrence, I.
Struck out—By Hills, 5 ; by Lawrence, 8.
Passed balls—Chatham, 2; Hadley.

Perhaps it will be of interest, now that the base
ball season is over, to give some statistics in regard to the team this year. The team has made
the bcst showing made by the Rose team in three
or four years. While the number of victories is
not large, the games, as a rule, have been close
and exciting, one of them an eleven inning contest and another a ten. The team has won
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two games and lost seven, and three of the
seven lost by one score.
In the batting averages Knight leads, but his
record hardly ranks as high as some of the other
men who have played more, while Randall and
Nicholson followed closely behind him. The
averages of the different men are as follows:
NAME.
Knight
Randall
Nicholson
Hadley
Hampton
Hills
Braman
Daily
Kellogg
Gibbons
Fishback
Troll
Chamberlain
COX

A. B.
2

5
38
29
34
27

23
32
Ii
34
32

29
2

3

R.
I

• H.
1

2

2

6

13
8

4
6
4
4
4
4
6
7
8
0
o

9
6
5
6
2

6
5
4
0
o

AVE
.500

.400
•342
.276
.256
.222
.222

.188
.182
.176
.156
•133
.000
.000

Hampton and Nicholson have the largest num-

ber of stolen bases, each having 12. Fishback
is second with 11; Daily follows with 8, Gibbons,
7, Troll 6, Hadley 4, Kellogg 3, Braman 2, Hills
1, Randall I; the other men failing to secure a
pilfered bag during the season.
Cox leads the fielding average, with one accepted chance, while Daily, at first, has played in
all the games of the season with an average of
.967.
NAME.
COX
Daily
Hadley
Hills
Gibbons
Nicholson
Troll
Hampton
Fishback
Braman
Randall
Knight
Kellogg
Chamberlain

P.0.
1
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0

E.
0
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:885182
.888

boo
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4
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o
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4
7
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4
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8
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3
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5
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3
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0
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2

o

.810
•785
•740
•725
.612
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facultv.Senior Ball 6ame.
And the faculty met their first defeat for three
years at the hands of the seniors. The performance was billed to occur 2:30, and promptly at
that hour the procession of seniors entered the
east gate, headed by the senior band in an old
wagon drawn by an old horse, the wagon and occupants being decorated,the horse and wagon with
weeds, and the occupants dressed as clowns. The
senior base ball team followed, mule back and
upon a series of machines representing the growth
of the bicycle. After a series of concerts by the
the band, the bottle containing two base balls was

/te

Cgitc cea47 vit 190

Yalu/fiat
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Zit&ce /49-;eAck

broken and the game commenced. The seniors
went into the game with blood in their eyes and
came out with a victory, and in fact were never
headed by the faculty. The game ended 16 to 6.
In regard to the number of hits both Harris, for
the faculty, and Helmer, for the seniors, pitched
good ball, but many were of the opinion that the
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balls did not come near enough
to the plate to make a hit.
The seniors played a good
game in the field, having only
seven errors, while the faculty had twenty-one. Drs.
Noyes and Blanchard, in center and left fields played the
best game for the faculty, not
having an error credited to
them, while all the rest of the
faculty were penalized in that
regard. It might be well to

state here that Drs. Noyes and
Blanchard did not get any
chances in the field. The
seniors put up a very good
game of ball in all departments
and truly deserved to win.
At the beginning of the
game, neat programs and
score-cards, with covers in
class colors, were distributed.
This is original with this year's
class.
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Brentano has decided to go to Cornell.
Heard at the Faculty—Senior ball game:
Hathaway:—"If I could differentiate the curve
I would project that sphere over the milk house."
Johonnott:—"If I don't hit the ball the first
time I won't consider it but just try another
way."
Noyes:—Reaction:-2 strikes ± 4 balls = 1
home run.

Miller has evidently never voted, as he calls
the place where you vote, "the poles."
Don't embarass Palmer and Arnold by asking
them why they were late to descriptive.
Housum, translating French, "She was an
Americaness."
Picked up at the Butler game—" The infant
has the cholera," "Knock it over the camphor
mill."

Warfel was describing a tube 25cc long and a
liquid which boiled at 78.8 per cent. in Journal
Review not long ago.
Rochester leaves on July 1st for Detroit, where
he has accepted a position with the American
Car and Foundry Co.
Warren has not yet learned to differentiate
between society circles and those paper ones used
by the fairy-like circus riders.
Clement:—"The trouble is that ball has not
"Now don't show off your knowledge of mathegot concentric centers so it goes on a taper."
matics in working the problems. Work them
(Dr. M. after calculus exam.) "Well Cohn, do simply and don't put on any frills."—Hath.
you think you can find the volume of a sphere by
The Vandalia engine will be given a chance to
eating a good dinner?"
run next week, when she is to be taken out on
Cohn:—"No, but I can find the volume of a the road and a running test made.
Cohn."
Prof. Gray to Marshall, who was describing
"Now I say, we will look at this problem in an- what he called a weir, "we're not sensible in this
other way."
part of the establishment to d—s."
Harry Richardson, '00, is spending his vaca
The other day while the Sophomore class were
tion at home in the city.
out, a cow ate up Post's Nagle, which was said to
Edmund Frank, '97, and Edward F. Phillips, be in his pocket. That's pretty bad, Chester.
'00, were in the city recently.
(Prof. Johonnott at the last recitation in PhysProf. Kendrick was describing the shingles of ics) "Now there are some students in the fifth
a clapboarded house the other day.
row who are in a very precarious condition. I
McCormick:—"It's a cinch that I have nine
chances out of eight to get to first base."
Harris:—"What! me? Why I don't even
draw a salary."
Herron:— "Watch me shovel out a twobagger."
Blanchard:—''The base ball has a white streak
and is found all over the diamond."
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will only say a 'word to the wise is sufficient.'"
Krieger:—"The wise don't need it."
Doctor Mees (giving Freshmen thunder);
"Now ft, of an engineer's education is common
sense." A. McCormick. "What's the other Tlu,
Doctor."
Wicky:—"Now if the English cabinet should
fail the prime minister would go to the queen
—" Here the Juniors laughed and wondered
if he was doing the Rip Van Winkle act.
The dance given for the Center College boys
was a success in every way and thoroughly enjoyed by all present, the visitors seeming to appreciate very much the attention shown them.
Two policemen made their appearance the
other day,looking for Doctor Mees. Flory (after
they had gone), "Well, I am thankful that they
came out here once when they were'lit after me."
During examinations the following lines by an
inspired freshman were found on Prof. Hathaway's blackboard:
Throw out the pipe line, throw out the pipe line,
Some one is flunking to-day.
Throw out the pipe line, throw out the pipe line,
Some one is flunking to-day.

Prof. Johonnott gives as a hint to a certain
in Physics exam. simply:—"Remember a certain
problem principle proved in class."
"Remember the Maine," would have served
equally as well and sounded better.
Dr. Noyes in remarking that Prof. Remsen
and himself had made the same error in some experiment, felt somewhat relieved on learning
that the same error had almost been made by even
Warren himself.
Not long ago Jacky Peddle was telling about
a dash pot on an engine. After having talked
about half an hour on it he was interrupted by
Uhl, who wanted to know where they put the
jack pot. Jacky had to go behind the screen in
order to get his face straight.
Right behind a crowd of the Gallery Gods who
were at Hamlet was Blair Pettit. Behind them
sat a number of Normalite girls. Blair was telling the boys about the play and also answered a

number of questions which the girls asked, then
one of them remarked, "Why, you must be in
the second term." Blair looked mystified and
the joke dawned on him, "Oh! I go to the Polytechnic," he said, and the gang ha ha'd.
The following effusion, addressed to the Editor,
was left on the letter-board recently. It was
written on descriptive paper, in a not unfamiliar
hand, and was signed with the mysterious nomde-plume, "X. Y. R."
THE STUDENT'S DECISION.
The afternoon was very warm,
'Twas almost ninety-two;
Soon he must hurry out to school,
Because at three me's due.
He first removes his hat and coat,
And takes an easy chair,
Then seizes pencil, paper, books,
His lessons to prepare.
But German is n't interesting,
He tries a little Math,
But throws the book across the room,
No use to plug for Hath.
Then comes to mind the base-ball game,
Ne'er was a better day;
He's often heard the teams discussed,
But has n't seen them play.
He then gets up, puts on his hat,
Decides what he will do;
And now, good friends, I'll stop right here
And leave his decision to you.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.

Officers for the coming year were elected, as
follows:
F. R. FISHBACK, President.
H. BLAIR PETTIT, Secretary and Treasurer.
C. HERBERT HILLS, Senior Councillor.
ALBERT A. KRIEGER, Junior Councillor.
CAMERA CLUB.

At a meeting of the Camera Club the following
were elected to office:
ARTHUR D. MicHEL, President.
VICTOR HOMMEL, Vice President.
MARION W. BLAIR, Secretary and Treasurer.

